November 12, 2010 Scouting Report – Mild/Warm November Weather: Very dry, No disease,
Tim measures NDVI of variety trials, and Nick gets Excited about www.cdgaturf.com
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org
Dry. In a week two things were striking. One, we continued to log day after day without rain.
You see, since early September we have largely been without rainfall in Chicago. It contrasts to
last year at this time when we were very wet and cloudy days were the norm. Last year about this
time I wrote when a nice dry day occurred. It simply said, “Cloud-free weather is great.” We
were experiencing one of the cloudiest, wettest October-Novembers in years. This year – quite
different. It actually rained, briefly, Wednesday of this week. Strangely it hadn’t rained for so
long in Chicago my nose could tell. I could distinctly smell the air. Smell it? Smells are easier
to detect after it rains it seems. For example, outside I could smell the fireplace that was burning
oak wood many blocks away. I was in a hurry heading to choir and as water evaporatated from
the asphalt parking lot my truck was parked on, that strangely acrid blacktop sealant odor hit me.

“Stop.” I took the photo and realized a simliar theme. All across Illinois (maybe the Midwest)
leaves are now largely down. They now rest on the driest landscape of 2010. Settle 11-12-10
When you notice that kind of stuff you know it hasn’t rained in a while. My second observation
this week – temperatures were pretty darn mild for November – Midway Airport wasn’t this
warm since I was 4 years old (1971). You could even see golfers out playing the game. I wished
my research reports weren’t due, otherwise I might try a game or two. Looks like we may go
from zero rain (relatively speaking) to snow. Now, where exactly did I put my snow shoes...
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A Meteorological Wonder. http://blog.chicagoweathercenter.com/
“The mild weather of the past week has been a meteorological wonder! Temperatures have run at
early October levels--on many days more than 20 degrees above normal at the warmest suburban
locations. Midway Airport reported a set of 70-degree highs both Wednesday and Thursday--the
latest back-to-back 70s which have occurred at the site in the 39 years since 1971.” Tom Skilling
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A week of... Superintendent Assoc. Meetings, No Heavy Coats, No Rain, and No Disease
For us, time this week was spent attending a couple of golf course superintendent association
meetings. The first on Tuesday was in central Illinois at Bloomington Country Club and the
second was in Chicago at Oak Park Country Club. As always we go to learn and to share what
we have learned through research and experiences. Mainly we find ourselves in good company.
Its the kind of fellowship that makes me feel like we all just survived something hugh.
Something that you might just get paid one million dollars if you are the last one standing on a
television reality show. In central Illinois as I began to talk my mind began to wander to the TV
series Survivor as I recalled the weather I had diligently recorded on Sunshine Course in Lemont.
It was like a TV host had said, “Welcome. Today’s game is “Let’s see how good you can be – as
a golf course superintendent. With Mother Nature’s help we are going make your job difficult if
not impossible. In this challenge we are going give you record flooding and record periods of
consistently warm temperatures. The person with the least amount of dead grass wins. Also, to
make this challage a little more interesting guest golfers will, on purpose, distract you with
complaints and ideas regarding just about everything. Employees will also give you trouble
from time to time. But I digress.

Nick DeVries smiles as he concludes his “Turfgrass Technology” talk in Bloomington, IL. He
promotes cutting edge communication with words like MicroBlog and Twitter. Settle 11-9-10
As I attend these meetings and I look around at the fellow superintendents it is obvious they are
not competitors. Instead they are more like a team. This time of year the team is back to
smiling. Mainly we continue to feel good knowing 2010 is farther and farther behind us and
winter (begins December 21st) is closer and closer. I can’t help but smile more and more myself.
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No real disease issues in Chicago this week. Record warm combined with drought meant cool
temperature fungi (e.g., Microdochium) were once again out of luck in Chicago. “Geez” is all I
could say (used to express mild surprise, delight, dissatisfaction, or annoyance). Meanwhile...

If Chicago were wet, we might be dealing with Microdochium nivale. Known as Microdochium
patch since presence of snow is not required or pink snow mold if you insist. The fungal disease
continues to be reported on bentgrass fairways in Washington state. Wetzel III 11-5-10

Besides a nice pocket knife, a plant pathologist (son of a Pennsylvania superintendent) is
showing us red thread. In Turfgrass Disease Handbook by Houston Couch, a similar photo of
red thread affecting a creeping bentgrass tee can be found. “...can develop on unfrozen turf under
snow and during winter months marked by extended periods of rainfall.” Wetzel III 11-5-10
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Tim Sibicky, MS - TSibicky@cdga.org CDGA Turfgrass Research Manager
Fall Turfgrass Colors
It has been a great fall and that was evident this past week when high temperatures in Chicago
were able to find their way into the upper 60’s. Not being a native Chicagoan and having grown
up on the east coast, many in the area tell me how lucky of a fall it has been for the Midwest. I
will surely be thankful for that when Thanksgiving arrives because back home in Connecticut,
my family has already seen a few inches of that white powdery snow that every superintendent in
our area seems to be dreaming of these days.
Out on the Sunshine Course, we are able to see the different cultivars change in color with the
‘cooler’ temperatures. Varieties more sensitive to temperature will change more dramatically,
while others will tend to hold on to more of their green color. Using a Field Scout Turf Color
Meter by Spectrum Technologies, we are able to quantify these differences to limit any bias or
preference in color by the individual rating. We are now able to see good differences in the
bentgrass cultivar trials and also the Kentucky bluegrass trial. The Kentucky bluegrass variety
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trial on Sunshine Courses 3 fairway already has a high diversity of color. As temperatures
continue to change, the differences will expand further. The different cultivars harden off at
different rates, as they store energy in their root systems in preparation for next season. The
varieties that exhibited the darkest color were Tsunami, Award, Nuglade, Impact, Ginney II,
Beyond, Solar Eclipse and Rhythm. Those varieties lightest in green color, possibly due to rust
disease, were Julius, Harmonie, Moonlight SLT and Spit fire. Visually, any of the varieties with
an NDVI rating above 0.70 had a very attractive appearance. However, many managers may
seek varieties that are lighter in color as a way to camouflage the encroachment of Poa annua.
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Also out on sunshine, color differences are also quite evident within the older creeping bentgrass
cultivar trial on the practice putting green (see chart). The varieties in the trial with the darkest
green color ratings were Brighton, Penn A-4, Bengal, Independence, and Penn A-2 (see photo).
The bentgrass varieties currently with the lowest green color were Pennlinks, SR1119 and T1.
Fall and winter colors are very important characteristics when selecting a turfgrass species and a
variety, especially In the Midwest. Nearly half of the year our low temperatures can have a
major impact on the color of turf, be it the winter, or the months transitioning into or out of it.
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‘Humphrey’, the turf scouting Labrador Retriever, picks one of the darker green varieties in a
creeping bentgrass cultivar trial, established in 2002 by Dr. Randy Kane. Sibicky 11-7-10
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Nick DeVries - NDevries@cdga.org www.cdgaturf.com
Research Assistant and Internet Communications Manager

Starting for your CDGA turfgrass program, at nine hundred and eighty pixels, with video and
wordpress support... IT’S THE NEW CDGA TURF WEBSITE.
CDGATurf 2.0 Nine hundred and eighty pixels – That
was really geeky, I know. But this new website can back
up my excitement. CDGATurf 2.0 is a Wordpress blog
with a customized theme. I decided to make the move
from a traditional html website to W.P. for three main
reasons. Numero uno, WP is very user friendly. The
admin panel gives anyone with typing skills the ability to
write and contribute blog posts. With blogs the more
people behind the curtain the better. This rule of thumb
can be seen with the success of the Turf Disease Blog turfdiseases.blogspot.com
The web definition of Wordpress describes my second
reason for the move. “WordPress is an open source blog
publishing application powered by PHP and MySQL
which can also be used for content management”
Content management is achieved through MySQL – a database management system. Every
image, video, and blog post on CDGATurf 2.0 will be forever archived in a MySQL database.
Most importantly, WP does all the database work behind the scenes. Which is good because I do
not know a lick about databases.
The last reason for the move to WP is because of my favorite three letter word – search engine
optimization baby. Don’t worry, I am not going to go on another SEO rant. But let me just say
that Google and blogs go together like ones and zeros. Content is king.
*Website will not be available until next week sometime, working on server issues.
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Final images

Color. Sunshine Course’s 3 fairway gets attention this week for its fall color. Settle 11-12-10

It’s warm! A honey bee hangs onto a flower of Miscanthus sinensis ‘Graziella’. Settle 11-12-10
Thank you for your continued support and communication...
Derek, Tim, and Nick – The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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